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About This Game

Echo Nine is intended to be reminiscent of the old arcade classic space shooters like Galaga or Gaplus.

Pickups enhance the ship and its capabilities

Enemies ships evolve and become more difficult

Additional obstacles will be added as the game progresses

Levels will also add new and exciting events and game mechanics

The currently available game mode is called Survival. you get one life and your goal is to survive the round and score the
most points possible.

Can you set the high score?

The current build is Windows only. There will be builds for Mac and Linux in the future. The development will be done on
Windows and the alternate packages will come later.

Future updates will include new game modes including Arcade and Campaign modes.
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In arcade mode you will play stage after stage, each getting tougher than the previous. How far you can make it depends on your
skill and luck. Your ship upgrades stay with you into the next round and you only reset when you die. You will have a limited

number of lives with the ability to earn more through in game pickups and score bonuses. When your last ship is destroyed your
game is over.

Campaign mode offers you the ability to save your progress. You will be able to acquire, sell, and buy ship upgrades. Before
each round you can equip your ship with the upgrades you have available to you in your inventory. You will unlock the ability to

purchase an upgrade in the ship store when you collect that upgrade in a game round/level. If you die you lose the equipped
upgrades so be careful not to risk too much. In this mode you will be able to retry each level until you complete it and there will

be boss fights.

We hope you enjoy the game and we welcome your feedback.
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Title: Echo Nine
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
EchoNineGames
Publisher:
Devil Dog Games
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows

Processor: Intel Core i5 or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 650 Or Higher

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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